
  

  

 

Important 
Member  
Meeting! 

Please attend the annual Mem-
ber meeting and dinner Satur-
day night of the October show.  

The meeting will be at 
Jeremiah’s restaurant on 12th 

Street.   

Member input is needed to find 
volunteers for the many jobs 

needed to keep UGCA shows go-
ing, or discuss costly options.   

 
A special letter and reservation/

feedback/survey has been 
mailed to all members. 

 

In addition , elections will be 
held for the Board of Directors.  

If you would like to serve on the 
Board, please contact Jimmy C. 
and he will add you to the bal-

lot. 
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Change in show hours 

 

Effective with the January 2017 
show, the SUNDAY hours will be 

from 9:00 to 3:00, instead of closing 
at 4:00 PM.  This is becoming com-

mon at many other gun shows 
around the country, and allows table 
holders more time to get home after 
the show, especially those who travel 
long distances.  Future show adver-

tising will reflect this change. 
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NEW MEMBERS –  
WELCOME TO THOSE WHO HAVE 

JOINED IN RECENT MONTHS!  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

UGCA Board of Directors 
Officers 

President   Gary N. 
Vice President  Jimmy C. 

Treasurer   John S. 
Secretary  Linda E. 

 

Directors   2015-2016 
Jimmy C. 
Gary N. 

Gaylord S. 
Don W.   

 
Directors   2016–2017 

Jim D.  
Linda E.  
Chuck R. 
John S. 

 
Show Chair 

Chuck R. 
Membership Chair 

Linda E. 
 

The UGCA Board meets on the Fourth Tuesday of 
each month, except June and July, usually at 

S.E.L.L. Antiques, 1488 South State Street in Salt 
Lake City starting at 7:00 PM. Members are wel-
come to attend. Please contact the Secretary to 

confirm date, time and location. 
 

Editor & Webmaster-  John S. 
Assistant Editor– Gaylord S. 

 
Your articles and photos are needed for the 

Newsletter, and greatly appreciated.  
Please submit notes, stories or photos to 

john2008@oldguns.net 

Browning Gun Club at Ogden Union Station! 
September 13th, October 11th, November 8th 

EVERYONE is invited to the FREE  monthly Browning Gun Club meeting 
at the Union Station Museum at 25th & Wall Street in Ogden.  They meet 
on the second Tuesday of every month 
at 9:00 AM in the meeting room up-

stairs by the gun museum and last about 
an hour with an interesting speaker 
presentation and interesting guns.   

Gerry A. 
Bill B. 
Les C. 

Nick D. 

Henry J. 
Thomas J. 
William O. 
Brandon P. 

REGISTER AND  VOTE —- 
OR  YOUR GUNS MAY LOOK LIKE THIS! 

September 2016 

This year some politicians are 
finally saying what they have 
tried to hide for many years.  
They want to confiscate and 
destroy your guns! 

Many people think we have 
very poor choices for President 
this year, but whoever wins 
will appoint between three 
and five Supreme Court Jus-
tices during their term.   
These could be activist judges 
pledged to destroy the Second 
Amendment, or originalists 
who will prserve the founders’ 
intentions.   

Keep that in mind when you 
vote.  Your vote (or not vot-
ing) may result in YOUR 
guns being cut or smashed by 
our government! 
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Harrington & Richardson Firearms -  by David C. 
This fantastic new display earned the prestigious Hope Bisbing Award for Excellence!   And, the People’s 
Choice Award!  There are a wide variety of different variations to pursue in this collecting niche and just 
about all of them are here, in superb condition, along with great information to share with both novice 

and advanced collectors, and the general public. 

 

         Some details of this great display! 
 Congratulations on this double prize winner! 

SOME OF THE GREAT DISPLAYS ! 

 

Hope Bisbing  
Award for  
Excellence  
Winner! 

 

People’s Choice  
Award  

Winner! 

September 2016 
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Vintage 1903 Rifles - by George F. earned the 2nd Place Award  
This wonderful and comprehensive display showed the many variations, both combat and special purpose, of the 

Model 1903 Springfield rifle.  Great guns, nicely presented by one of our most advanced collectors. 
 

First Place went to David R. for his Savage Lever Ac-
tion Rifles-  showing the evolution of the Savage lever action  

rifle, as covered in his newly published book.  Here is a Model 99 used 
by a famous Arctic explorer.  

Ruger Single Six—Consecutive Numbers -  by Steve A. won 3rd Place Award! 
Owning a pair of guns with consecutive serial numbers is pretty neat.  Steve has a series of THREE con-
secutive numbers in addition to several more two number pairs, all from the Ruger Single Six model.  A 
very impressive collection and display! 

MORE OF THE GREAT DISPLAYS ! 

September 2016 
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P– Model Rugers 1987-2012  - by Harry J.  
earned the Judges’ Choice Award 

Sort of lost among the other fine Ruger sporting pistols and ri-
fles, the P-series was mainly for the law enforcement or self de-
fense market, and while they look similar, there are some major 

design improvements in these.   

German Hunting Rifles– Jon S.-  discusses the vir-
tues of three fine hunting rifles from a wide range of dates, and 
the many features included in their design as well as the numer-

ous artistic elements. 
1920s Cavalry Officer Equipment -   
by Terry J. 
The cavalry was still a mounted force after WW1, and this dis-
play included the numerous items needed by man and beast in a 
campaign.  Note that these are all original, including the flags 
which were presented to a member of  Terry’s family by the 
unit!  CHARGE!!!!  
     (...a traditional cavalry order, not a shopping incentive for ladies!)   

MORE GREAT DISPLAYS ! 

September 2016 
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2nd and 3rd Generation Blackpowder  
Revolvers - 1971-2002  

by J.C. 

See this article as a DISPLAY at the OCTOBER 2016 UGCA show! 

THE COLT “C” SERIES- STAGE ONE 

In 1971 Colt Industries decided to revive the 
1851 Navy.  They went to Val Forgett for help. Through 
his connections, he arranged for the production of the 
cast and machined parts in Italy, which were completed 
by Colt in the Hartford factory.  All of the early 1851 
Navy models produced in 1971-1973, were delivered 
through Forgett. They were finished in a lustrous "Royal 
Blue."  The frames, hammers and loading levers were 
finished in the Colt tradition of case hardening with the 
use of heat and bone meal for carbon. The back straps 
and trigger guards were silver-plated. 

The first 1,000 1851 Navy revolvers were 
shipped in a black box similar to the box used in the ear-
lier second generation Single Action Army revolvers. 

After the first 1,000 revolvers were produced 
the box was changed to a brown box with a line drawing 

of the 1851 Navy and “COLT’S 1851 NAVY” in large 
letters on the 
box top. That 

was the box 
in use for the 
remainder of 

production 
through 1973 

 
(Continued next 

page) 
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Colt collectors have marveled at the sight of the early Colt 
blackpowder revolvers for decades.  In the beginning they were just 
tools to be used and admired for their efficiency, beauty and grace.  
Many of the early writings about them were inaccurate and incomplete 
leading to confusion among collectors.  In 1937 Colt published “A Cen-
tury of Achievement 1836-1936” which contains a brief history of the 
Colt Company and it firearms. 

One of the early “modern” researched 
publications on the history of Colt and his re-
volvers was “The History of the Colt Revolver” by 
Charles T. Haven and Frank A. Belden, origi-
nally published in 1940.  William B. Edwards 
wrote “The Story of Colt’s Revolver” in 1950.  In 
1950 John E. Parsons published “The Peacemaker 
and it Rivals” which also addressed the growing 
interest in Colt firearms.  As early as 
1940,James E. Serven was conducting research 
and publishing papers on his findings.  His 
book “Colt Firearms 1836-1960”is directly responsible for my interest in 
Colt revolvers. 

In the early 1950’s there was a new generation of men who 
had just survived two wars and now had a little time to become inter-
ested in the old Colts.  There were the collectors who had become 
interested from reading about them in books.  There were those who 
wanted to shoot them for fun and there were those who wanted their 
Colts for a new hobby of recreating Civil War battles.  And, the old 
blackpowder guns were becoming members of some TV Westerns.  
Quickly, there became the reality that there just weren’t enough old 
Colts to go around. 

One of those men who became very aware of the problem 
and was a prominent student in the history of the Colt blackpowder 
revolvers was Val Forgett.  Val, an engineer and collector of firearms 
who graduated from Clemson in 1956,worked in his fathers welding 

plant by day and ran a mail order 
firearms business at night. In the fall 
of 1957he took a trip to Europe with 
a group of students of firearms his-
tory.  He found himself in the Gar-
done Valley of Italy where he met 
another young man, Aldo Uberti.  In 
1958 they sighed a contract to manu-
facture 6,000 revolvers.  Their first 
revolvers were the 1851 Navy fol-
lowed by the “Confederate” brass 
framed Griswold & Grier revolver.  
And, that was the beginning of Navy 
Arms. 
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An important part of the Val 
Forgett story included an issue 
of 1851 Navy Colts dedicated 
to the Civil War memory of 
Robert E. Lee and U. S. 
Grant.  Production included 
individual cased sets for each of 
the Generals and a combined 

two-gun set with both Generals. 
The individual sets were avail-
able with “matching” serial 
numbers on the two guns.  For 
example, the Grant revolver 
would be serial numbered 
123USG while the Lee revolver 
was numbered 123REL. 

The two-gun sets were 
in their own series of 
“matching” serial numbers; for 
example 123GLP and 123LGP. Total production of Lee and 
Grant revolvers was 4,750 while the total production of the 
two-gun sets was 250. Total production of the standard 1851 
Navy revolvers was 25,150. 
And, that was the end of the first “stage” of the Colt 
Second Generation Blackpowder “C” series. 

THE COLT “C” SERIES- STAGE TWO 

The second “stage” of the “C” Series began in early 
1974when Colt changed suppliers to Lou Imperato who was 
Colt’s largest distributor.  He became the supplier of compo-
nent parts for their percussion revolvers.  Finishing and assem-
bly of the revolvers remained in the Colt facilities. 

With the change in manufacturers to Lou Imperato in 
1974, the boxes were changed to a brown wood grain Styro-
foam lined box.  The major part of production of the 1851 Navy 
was with a silver-plated back strap and trigger guard. 

September 2016 
Production also contained 500 1851 Navy revolvers with 

the back strap and trigger guard remaining as polished brass.  
Those models are referred to as “Shooter’s Models”. 

In 1974 it was an-
nounced that the 
series was expand-
ing to include a 3rd 
Model Dragoon.   
The 3rd Model Dra-
goon was on the 
cover of the 1974 
Colt catalog; how-
ever, labor prob-

lems delayed the actual production until 
1975. 

Assembly and finish of the 3rd Model Dragoon was simi-
lar to the 1851 Navy models but with a brass back strap and trig-
ger guard. 

With major components and final finishing accomplished 
in the United States there are no proof marks. Total serial number 
range for the 1851 Navy from 1971-1976 was 4021-25099. Col-
lectors refer to both the Forgett and Imperato production as the 
“C” series.  The last of the “C” series were produced in 1976.  

THE COLT “F” SERIES  - Also Known as “The  
Authentic Colt Blackpowder Series” 

As soon as the “C” Series was completed Lou Imperato, 
who owned Iver Johnson Arms, approached Colt with the idea of 
producing all of their blackpowder revolvers again as “The Au-
thentic Colt Black Powder Series”. 

On a subcontract basis with Colt, Lou Imperato had the 
barrels, cylinders and backstraps cast in Italy and the frames, cen-
ter pins, nipples and screws made by Iver Johnson in New Jersey. 
The same process of hand fitting and finishing the revolvers to 
Colt’s specifications continued throughout the entire “F” Series. 
The revolvers were finished with a durable dark "Colt Blue." 
Eleven different models were produced with many variations in 
presentation and accessories. The “F” Series was terminated in 
1982. 

(Continued next page)     
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1851 Navy Smooth Cylinder 
In addition, the “Authentic Colt Blackpowder Series” also pro-
duced 300 1851 Navy revolvers with blank cylinders (no roll-
engraved battle scene) and 490 with a stainless steel finish. 
 
Colt introduced the 1860 Army to the “Authentic Colt Black-
powder Series” in November 1978.  Production continued until 
November 1982.  An additional lot of the 1860 Army with a 
fully fluted cylinder was produced from July 1980 to October 
1981. A special cased limited edition of 500 guns was offered in 
1979. 

U.S. Cavalry 200th Anniversary 
The most collectable cased sets are the U.S. Cavalry 200th Anni-
versary double pistol sets with a shoulder stock and accessories.  

These were produced in 1977 
and only 3,001 were made, 
shown at left 

The 1862 Colt Pocket Navy 
and the 1862 Pocket Police 
were scaled down versions of 
the 1851 Navy and the 1860 
Army, and the last percussion 
models introduced by Colt 
prior to the 1873 Single Ac-
tion Army.    

1862 Pocket & Navy1862 Pocket Police  
(Continued next page) 

September 2016 

The boxes for this series were black, slightly oversized and 
lined in gray/black 
foam. 
 

  

 

“Authentic Colt Blackpowder Series”  
The first of the “Authentic Colt Blackpowder Series” was the 
continuation of the 1851 Navy (above right), followed closely 
by the continuation of the 3rd Model Dragoon (above). 

   U.S. Cavalry 200th Anniversary Set 
Two Model 1860 Army revolvers with shoulder stock in 
a handsome walnut case. 
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The 2nd Generation 1847 Walker was first issued in 
June 1980 as the “Colt Heritage,” a limited, cased model com-
plete with a special leather bound and gilt-edge edition of R L 
Wilson’s book The Colt Heritage.  A total of 1,853 were pro-
duced through June 1981.  At the same time, the Walker was 
also made available without the additional case and book.  Pro-
duction of it, and the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd Model Dragoons ran from 
1980 to 1982. 

The Dragoons were a scaled down version of the 1847 
Walker. The barrels were shortened from 9 inches to 7 ½ 
inches and the cylinder length was also reduced cutting their 
weight by nearly half a pound.  The distinguishing characteris-
tics between the three Dragoon models are minor; however, 
they can be easily spotted.  The 1st Model can be identified by 
its square back trigger guard and oval cylinder stop slots.  The 
2nd Model has rectangular stop slots, and the 3rd Model Dra-
goons have rectangular stop slots and a rounded trigger guard.  
All three versions share a roll engraved Texas Ranger and Indian 
fight scene on the cylinder. 
The last model to be introduced was the 1848Baby Dragoon 
chambered in .31 caliber, with five shots, a 4 inch barrel and no 
loading lever.  The cylinder pin functioned as a loading ramrod. 
The first Baby Dragoon was introduced in 1979 as a limited 
edition of five hundred presentation models each in a French 
fitted case with powder flask, bullet mold, percussion cap tin 
and combination tool.  Between February and April 1982 an-
other 1,352 Baby Dragoons were produced for general sales. 

The “Authentic Colt Blackpowder Series” pro-
duction ended in 1992. 

 
THIRD GENERATION “SIGNATURE SERIES” 

In 1993 Lou Imperato and his son Anthony established 
the Colt Blackpowder Arms Company of Brooklyn New York to manu-
facture the “Third Generation Signature Series.”  Under a li-
censing agreement with Colt, they were responsible for quality 
control, inspection, marketing advertising, sales, shipping and 
distribution of the 3rd Generation Blackpowder revolvers.  
With this agreement, unlike the Second Generation revolvers 
that were finished and shipped from Colt, Colt did not process 
these guns through their facility although they did have a con-
nection through the Colt web site for marketing. Acquiring a 
“Colt Letter” is; therefore, problematic. The first of the series 
the 1851 Navy began production in 1994.  The final production 

ended the series 
ended in 2002.  

 
(Continued next page) 

(Continued from page 6) In December 1979 and January 
1980 the 1862 Colt Pocket Navy and the 1862 Pocket Police 
were added to the “Authentic Colt Blackpowder Series”. The 
Pocket Navy was produced through November 1981 and the 
Pocket Police through September 1981.  In addition, both 
pocket pistols were produced in a limited edition of five hun-
dred each in a French fitted presentation box with bullet mold, 
pewter powder flask, percussion cap tin and combination tool.  
The hard wood presentation boxes were enhanced with a brass 
medallion in the lid featuring a cast bust of Samuel Colt and 
the legend “AuthenticColt Blackpowder Series”. Additionally, 
another limited edition of twenty-five Pocket Navy and Pocket 
Police revolvers were produced with a nickel finish and ivory 
grips in 1984.  These are the rarest of the 2nd Generation 
Pocket Pistols. 

1861 Navy 

The 1861 Navy was added in September 
1980 and produced through October 1981.  Within  

the 2nd Generation, the 1861 Navy series is one of the rarest 
models produced, six stainless guns manufactured in 1982.  All 
six guns are in the hands of private collectors.  

(Top to bot-
tom)  
1847 

“Walker”; 
1st, 2nd 
and 3rd 
Model  

Dragoon 
pistols. 

September 2016 
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how e ver , 

no shoulder 
stock was produced and the additional screws were not placed 
in both sides of the frame to secure the shoulder stock.  The 
other Third Dragoon Model had a fluted cylinder much like an 
experimental version produced by Colt with the intention of 
reducing the over-all weight of the revolver.  After twelve re-
volvers were produced, the idea was abandoned in favor of 
what became the 1860 Army. 

 

 

The 1849 
Pocket was added 
to the “Signature 
Series” in 1995.  It 
was originally pro-
duced from 1850 to 1873.  During that time 325,000 of the 
little .31 caliber revolvers were manufactured.  It was usually 
carried as a personal protection weapon. 

 
 In 1995 the 1862 Trapper was added to the inventory 
of “Signature Series” revolvers.  The Trapper was a Colt modifi-
cation of their 1862 Pocket Police Model.  The barrel was 
shortened to 3.5 inches and the loading lever was removed.  A 
brass “ramrod” was provided to assist in loading.  The original 
model apparently proved to be impractical since Colt only pro-
duced approximately fifty Trapper revolvers.  

Accessories 
 Accessory packages have been available to collectors 
from the beginning of the Colt 2nd Generation production of 
fine Colt Blackpowder revolvers. 

(Continued next page) 

The “Signature Series” revolvers were packaged in a blue-gray 
box with a plastic liner formed to the shape of the gun and 
covered by a couple of thin sheets of black foam.  The box was 
shipped in a white cardboard over-pack. 

 

The primary differences between the “Authentic Colt 
Blackpowder Series” and the “Signature Series” were in the 
finish quality.  While the “Authentic Colt Blackpowder Series” 
were given a high quality finish, the “Signature Series” were 
highly polished with dark, rich blue on the cylinders, barrels 
and other parts.  The frames, hammers and loading levers 
were case hardened in brilliant colors.  Many of the trigger 
guards and back 
straps were sil-
ver-plated.  The 
signature of Sam 
Colt was roll 
engraved in each 
back strap.    

The 3rd Generation Colt Blackpowder “Signature 
Series” was represented by all the same models as the Authen-
tic Colt Blackpowder Series” with a few additional models, 
which were not in the “Authentic Colt Blackpowder Series.” 

 

 

The Whitneyville-Hartford Dragoon model was in-
troduced in 1996 as a reproduction of the first model manufac-
tured by Colt in Hartford Connecticut in the fall of 1847.  
Production of the original Whitneyville-Hartford Dragoon 
revolvers was limited to 240 guns before production turned to 
the First Model Dragoon. 

 

 

Two additional Third Dragoon Models unique to the 
“Signature Series” were introduced in 1996.  One was the 
“military” model with circular areas cut from the recoil shield 
on both sides of the frame to allow a shoulder stock to be at-
tached.  The back strap was also changed from brass to steel; 

Whitneyville-Hartford 
Dragoon 

3rd Model 
“Military” Dragoon 

1849 
Pocket 

1862 
“Trapper” 

with  
loading 

rod. 

3rd Model Dragoon  
with fluted Cylinder   

September 2016 
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Some people may argue that these beautiful revolvers 

aren’t “real” Colts because some of the parts originated in Italy.  
With that logic, is a Ford not a “real” Ford because some of the 
parts are made in Canada?  All of the blackpowder series were 
marketed through Colt and are considered to be “Colts” all the 
way. 

Anthony Imperato (Son Lou) is currently manufactur-
ing Henry Repeating Arms rifles at a Bayonne New Jersey facility. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

BE SURE TO SEE THIS ARTICLE AS 
A DISPLAY IN THE OCTOBER 

2016 SHOW. 

Accessories packages included a walnut case with a 
fitted internal lining specific to the revolver model.  Additional 
components included a powder flask, bullet mold, cap box and 
nipple wrench.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

With the introduction of the “Signature Series” spe-
cific accessory packages were provided for various models.  
The packages included a powder flask, cap box, nipple wrench 
and a highly polished and blued bullet mold with the Sam Colt 
signature on it. 

Signature Series Accessory Kits–  
Walker and Navy Models 

Signature Series Bullet Mold 

Navy  
Model  
with  

accessories 

September 2016 
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More show photos… 

Displays by: Randy Graham, Brandon Park, Larry John-
son,  Gus Bryngelson 

Gun Collecting Trends...  

 

Some people have noted that there seems to be a slow 
shift in collecting interests.  This is not unusual, and 
older collectors will recall that in the 1940s and 50s 

there was a lot of interest in flintlock arms like Ken-
tucky rifles, and in older matchlock and wheel lock 

arms.  In the 1950s and 1960s the numerous western 
themed television shows spurred interest in all types 
of cowboy guns, and in “fast draw” competition, giv-

ing rise to Ruger’s entry into the single action re-
volver field.   

U.S. martial arms have always had a strong follow-
ing, but within that there have been successive peaks 
of interest in Civil War arms with the Centennial in 

1961-65, but dropping slightly over time and surpris-
ing little resurgence during the 150th Anniversary 
2011-2015.  Over the last 20 years there has been 

strong emphasis on WW2 arms, but recently the high 
prices for those have turned off some collectors.  To-
day we are seeing strong growth in interest in Viet-
nam War material, both American and the various 
items used by the Viet Cong, especially items with 

“capture papers” or history. 

Colts and Winchesters remain strong, but the astro-
nomical prices for prime condition examples seems to 

have discouraged younger collectors from entering 
those fields.  Instead, there seems to be growing at-
tention to the “secondary makers” besides Colt and 

Winchester.  There has been a loyal following among 
Ruger collectors almost from the beginning of that 

Cmpany, and obvious from the many fine Ruger dis-
plays at our shows.  We are seeing displays of other 
brands, such as Savage, Harrington & Richardson, 
Remington, Sharps, and other firms including air 
guns and arms related material and accessories. 

 
But, real collectors will collect what interests THEM, 
not follow the herd because other people find some-

thing else interesting. 

Of course the 2016 elections 
may have a lot to say about  

what we can collect in the fu-
ture! 

September 2016 
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Living  
History 
Participants 
 
Jonathan E. 3rd Infan-
try Division; Alyse 
A., Field Evacuation 
Hospital nurse, 1944, 
Ian H. WW2 Marine 
(Junior); Ben J. 
WW2 45th Infantry; 
prize winner Aaron 
B., as 539th Amphibi-
ous Tractor Battalion; 
Darren McC., 82nd 
Airborne Division at 
Normandy (Junior); 
Caleb W. as Norm 
Collins of the Seaforth 
Highlanders WWI 
(Last Man Standing 
author) and Shane McC., 101st Air-
borne Division at Normandy. 
 
Displays Below by: Ben J., 
Steve A., Hank G., Dave G.  
Thank you all, as well as several 
other people we could not fit in! 
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 Ward Armstrong 1935 - 2016 
Ward was best known to his gun collecting friends as one of the founders of the Utah Gun Collectors Asso-
ciation and the Browning Gun Club (which meets as Union Station each month) and as the most active do-
cent in the John M. Browning Firearms Museum in Ogden.  His leadership helped make all of these the great 
groups they are, sharing firearms information with the public. 

Born in Ogden in 1935 Ward started his career at the family-owned business, Armstrong Sporting Goods 
Store in Ogden, where he honed his sales skills.  After Ogden High School, he earned a scholarship from 
Columbia University in New York, graduating in 1957. 

Ward's passion for sports paralleled his career in sporting goods retail, retiring in 1997. Never one to sit idly by, he served as a 
docent at the Ogden Gun Museum for 19 years.  During his lifetime, he was recognized with many honors, including the 2015 
Distinguished Service Award from the Utah Sports Hall of Fame, where he previously served as the organization's President. He 
was an avid hunter and some of his greatest memories were of the two safaris in South Africa.  He will be missed by all his friends 
and large family. 

Hope Bisbing 1921 - 2016 
Hope grew up in Asheville, N.C. and loved athletics of all 
kinds, playing basketball, softball, volleyball and tennis.  Her 
basketball team won the regional championship for three 
straight years and she was on the regional all-star basketball 
team for four straight years. In her junior year, she won the 
medal as best athlete in the school, the first time a woman had 
ever won this award.  After high school, Hope played on a 
semi-professional basketball team, "The Asheville 
Bomberettes" for two years. 

She worked as an auditor for several years with the General 
Accounting Office in Asheville. Later she transferred to the 
National Weather Records Center where she worked at pro-
gram wiring and operating various business machines and 
early computers. She studied two years of meteorology at the 
Asheville-Biltmore College during this time. 

In 1947 she was hired as a double for Susan Hayward in the 
film "Tap Roots" and also appeared in battle scenes dressed as 
a Confederate cavalryman. During this filming she became 
friends with movie stars such as Susan Hayward, Van Heflin, Boris Karloff, Robert Mitchum, Ward Bond and others.  Hope fondly 
recalled those days and shared photos with her friends. 

In 1940 Hope married Marvin E. Carter, and had a son, John Gerald Carter, but later divorced.   In 1961 she married Wes Bisbing 
(1927-2015) moving to a farm in Brigham City, Utah.  Wes was an engineer for Thiokol Corp. and Hope worked the farm raising 
alfalfa and horses. She would raise, break and train horses and also did horse shoeing and performed various veterinary services for 
her horses. 

She and Wes loved hiking in the Bear River Mountains and they took many trips sightseeing all over the west, including attending 
the Sturgis motorcycle event on their Harley-Davidsons. They liked antiques and attended many auctions and shows while still tak-
ing time to participate in political activities.  Both were addicted collectors with interests ranging from horse shoes to flare pistols 
and highly artistic arms.  Wes preceded her in death in 2015, after 64 years of marriage.  Hope’s ashes along with those of Wes will 
be scattered in the mountains she loved. She is survived by her son John Carter. 
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